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DON’T LET THE BEAR BLOW YOUR IMAGE 

 
              Manage the Coming Crash Like a Pro … And Get Rich 
 

 
Grab the tools you need to 

- Save your assets and your family 

AND 
- Profit like never before 

while you still have time 
 
 

Dear Investor, 
 

If you own bonds or bond funds, you are in for devastating losses. Last 

time a bear market began, if you didn’t get out of the way you lost a 

massive 75% on your bonds. 

 

Believe me, if you own bonds, you’re not alone. American investors 

gobbled up $671 Billion dollars worth in the past six years. That’s more 

than twice what they pulled OUT of stocks in the same time frame.  

 

Many people, maybe like you, were disgusted with the sideways stock 

market.  They were embarrassed about their own poor returns. They felt 

angry and uncertain about everything from politics to terrorists to the 

economy.  

 

Hoping for nothing more than safety, hundreds of thousands of investors 

crowded into bonds. 

 

As of December 2016, they were willing to accept just about no interest.  

 

That has never happened before.  
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Until now: “There were no negative bond yields in 5,000 years of recorded 

history,” according to Dr. Richard Sylla, of New York University. 

 

Yet n the past 35 years interest rates have fallen from 16.69% in October 

1981 to 0.09% on 9/23/16.  

  

That tells us that the unbelievable demand for bonds – that has 

accelerated frantically in the last 10 years – has pushed bond prices sky 

high to levels not seen in 97 years! (When bond prices go up rates go 

down.) 

 

This won’t go on, folks. Bonds are poised like an avalanche about to let 

go. 

 

Everything will be swept up in it. Bonds, stocks, commodities, precious 

metals, currencies. Everything. 

 

If you’re still in bonds you’re in for big trouble. You’ll be stuck in a losing 

investment of historic proportions. 

 

What’s more, the catastrophic change brought on by falling bond prices 

will break up the investment landscape in ways you may not recognize. 

 

Suddenly some investments will be pure poison for your portfolio.  

Others will skyrocket without warning. 

 

Unless you know which is which in this upheaval, you will lose. 

 
Here’s what you’re facing now: 
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 Bonds and bond funds will collapse 

 

 Stocks will rise for a while longer and then begin a hard fall 

 

 High growth stocks will be especially hard hit 

 

 Some few stocks will benefit from the same forces that will 

slaughter others. You will need to know the difference. 

 

 
As your holdings start to disintegrate, beginning with bonds and bond 

funds, you may ask yourself with a sinking heart: “If this keeps up, will I 

have time to make up the losses before my kids are ready for college? 

Will I even have time to rebuild our retirement savings?”  

 

“For sure, I’ll have to forget about a new car. And the Mediterranean 

cruise we were hoping to take this summer.” 

 

Underneath it all you will have an uncomfortable feeling: “What will my 

wife think of me? What kind of a manager of our finances am I anyway?”  

 

“And what happens to my reputation with our friends and everybody at 

work? They think I’m this amazing investment genius.” 

 

The thought shouldn’t make you feel less of a man – but for some reason 

it does. 

 

I invite you to step back from these very real but avoidable (if you know 

what to do) dangers. 

 

Please accept my brand new Free Report Benefit from the Bear designed 

to show you exactly how to place an ironclad “wall” around your wealth 
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AND to walk away with outsized profits in the coming disastrous 

markets. 

 

I’ll show you what you must do RIGHT NOW as this dangerous bond 

bust is beginning to unfold. 

 

You can download your copy absolutely free. 

 

Normally, you would pay $49.00 for the Report, including our proprietary  

”Sophisticated-Investor” tools. But I’m offering it to you today free of 

charge for a specific reason.  

 

A colossal collapse is bearing down on our markets. I want to show you 

the steps you must take immediately to protect your wealth - before it’s 

too late - and to give you a shot at the gigantic profits that even bear 

markets can give. 

 

And, in just a few minutes, I will show you how to get four bonus books, 

explaining all the moving parts of what’s happening, and what it means 

to you.  

 

Those books will detail how to see through the upheaval to the 

crosscurrents that abruptly shift sectors, stocks, bonds, commodities, 

and currencies.  

 

Before your eyes some investments will whip around from the best to the 

worst.  

 

You will learn how to get out of the way of the “bombs” and scoop up the 

new leaders. 
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Chaotic conditions sometimes unleash spectacular profit opportunities. 

I’ll lay out clear steps to show you where to find them and how to take 

advantage of them.  

 

You’ll find yourself getting to your goals three times faster than most 

investors.  My report will show you the secrets that lead you to 

astonishing returns: as much as 797% to 1065%.  

 

Yes, that’s right. Those are the actual gains my recommendations could 

have gotten you in the last six months. 

 

My 10-year track record, showing every single trade is available for you 

to view.  

 

You can be on your way to wealth you never imagined possible. More 

about this later. 

 

My name is Jeremy Henning. I’m the editor of The Strategic Investor at 

$Money $Mint Financial Research. I’ve lived a long time with the markets 

and I’m here to show you how to come out way ahead, even in the worst 

bear markets. 

 

I started out as a checker cab driver and ended up working on Wall 

Street – for almost 40 years now. 

 

I look at Wall Street in a different way from most. What I really care 

about is how people behave. What matters to them. How they succeed or 

trip themselves up. 
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I guess what I’m saying is that markets are not so much about numbers 

and deals as they are all about people. Their kids and other loved ones. 

Their hopes and their fears. 

 

I’ve been lucky to develop some understanding and some unique tools 

that have made me, and my followers, very successful. 

 

So I feel driven to share what I know about the markets and help our 

clients succeed beyond their biggest and best daydreams. 

 

I’ll have to tell you a little about my track record so you’ll have confidence 

in what I’m going to tell you in the Free Report, Benefit from the Bear.  I 

certainly don’t want to be bragging. I just want you to feel comfortable 

with me. So here goes. 

 

In 1987 I predicted that the stock market was going to crash and then 

have a big rally. What happened? The Dow fell 34% in a single day that 

October and then rallied nearly 73%. That turned out to be right. 

 

In 2007 I warned my subscribers hat the real estate market was nothing 

but a bubble about to crash and take the stock market down with it. 

Well, I’m sure you’ll never forget 2008 – 2009, the worst crash since 

1929. 

 

And then in 2009 two weeks from the bottom I publicly announced that 

the stock market was about to rally. Over the next 7 years, it rose over 

249%. So that prediction turned out to be right, too. 

 

I could see these things coming because I’ve spent literally years 

studying and learning about market cycles.  
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I found that these cycles repeat themselves consistently over years and 

years, even decades.  

 

They appear in all the different parts of the markets and the economy. 

Some last for 15 years, some for 20 years, and some even for 54 years.  

 

The result of all this research and the discoveries that came out of it is 

that you and I can rely on principles that are proven and reliable when 

we make investment decisions. 

 

You can imagine the edge this gives us in seizing profit opportunities. 

 

But don’t take my word for it. Listen to what a few of my subscribers 

have said. 

 

“Jeremy, I’ve been following you for years and I want to thank you for the 

amazing amount of money you have saved me and made me.”  LW, Jan. 

2016 

 

“I’m a hedge fund manager. Most hedge funds lost a lot of money in 

2015. Thanks to you, my fund did not.”  AL, Feb. 2016 

 

“I’ve subscribed to Jeremy’s “Strategic Investor” since 2012 – his 

recommendations are up 63% with only two losers.” Remotec Sept. 2015 

 

I can also tell you that well-known top financial experts consult my work.  

 

To mention just one among many events: in July 2014, Nouriel Roubini, 

James Dines, David Stockman, Paul Craig Roberts, and 12 other 

economists and money managers joined me in a major economic 

conference and quoted me extensively in the resulting paper 
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My goal is to provide my subscribers with information and tools that 

empower them to confidently make strong, solid decisions in managing 

their investments. My job, as I see it, is to help each one be successful at 

this – and to enjoy the ride! 

 

Let me tell you a little story. You may have experienced something like 

this yourself. 

 

Last Friday night I was at a big cocktail party.  Everybody was buzzing 

about the stock market. How fast and how high it’s gone in an almost 

straight-up run.  

 

“How much further can it go? Isn’t it getting dangerous? Won’t it have to 

come down soon? What should I do now?”  

 

Recognize that? It was all the talk at that cocktail party and at parties all 

over town.  

 

Not a word about bonds.  

 

Yet the bond BEAR market got under way in January. Bond prices had 

begun slipping and bondholders were losing value every day.  

 

Many haven’t yet begun to notice what’s going on. It’s easy to get blinded 

by 35 years of a bond bull market. Prices just kept moving up year after 

year after year.  

 

Until January.  

 

January 17, 2017. 
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Now we’re in for a long slog of seriously eroding value, just the way it’s 

gone for bond cycles at this stage through history. 

 

Mark Cabana , head of U.S. short rate strategy at Bank of America  tells 

us: “I think there’s a fundamental rethink in the near-term outlook, as it 

relates to ……Federal Reserve policy. The U.S. Treasury (bond) market, 

like a once sleeping giant, is dragging world rates higher with it.” (Rates 

up = prices down for bonds) 

 

“The bond market is in an epic bubble of colossal proportions, about to 

implode“ is the way Peter Boockvar, managing director and chief market 

analyst at The Lindsey Group put it on CNBC’s “Futures Now” last 

Tuesday. 

 

“We’re moving away from an Obama administration to a Trump 

administration, which has clearly a different priority set, and the 

economy is going to have to retool and recalibrate, and that’s going to 

mean disruption” said George Goncalves, head of rate strategy, Nomura.  

 

Only a few, sophisticated investors will see the disruption that is coming. 

At first, most investors will be surprised. Then frightened. The whole 

investment scene will begin to look unfamiliar. 

 

Why? Because what happens in bond markets spreads like a contagion 

to other parts of the markets. 

 

And there’s more. The national debt, politics, huge deficit spending 

plans, foreign government liquidation of US treasuries, North Korea, 

employment, economic growth rates, inflation – all of these, and more, 

are converging today to set the markets up for collapse. 
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Here’s how it will go.  

 

Bonds will keep dropping, with a few rallies along the way.  

 

The current exuberant rise in the stock market will continue for a while – 

perhaps through the rest of this year. 

 

Then, after this 8 or 9-year bull market, prices and earnings and 

dividend measures will get up to levels that have always killed stocks. 

The stock market will hit a wall. It will tip over and crash. 

  

Chaos results. What will it look like? 

 

The hottest growth stocks will be chopped down first, along with 

everybody’s favorite speculative stocks. Some companies will go 

bankrupt, leaving their stockholders holding the bag.  

 

Toward the end of the crash the stocks of some of America’s greatest 

companies – those that have grown earnings and dividends for decades – 

even these will get hit. 

 

But notice this: certain other stocks that haven’t done much for a long 

time suddenly turn into sleek new performers.  

 

Abruptly these forgotten stocks are producing growth and income for 

investors who are able to identify them. Precious metals; copper, 

aluminum, coal; farmland products; commodities.  

 

There won’t be much warning as everything changes. Unless you are 

prepared for the upheaval fueled by the bond bear market you will be 
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doomed to experience sickening losses in the investments you have spent 

years and years saving for and accumulating. 

 

This is not the first time bonds have been wrung out. High drama 

surrounded the situation 5 or 6 years before the most recent 35-year 

bond market cycle got under way. 

 

It was May of 1975 when the announcement:  New York City is on the 

brink of bankruptcy hit the news.  

 

The city was broke. Flat out of money to pay its bills. $12 Billion dollars 

in debt. 

 

You couldn’t sell your bonds – any bonds - at any price. On some days 

not a single trader would bid. The bond market was in wipeout mode. 

 

Frantically, the city called on Felix Rohatyn for help.  

 

That highly respected financier, vice chairman of Lehman Brothers, and 

former ambassador to France agreed to bring his great personal and 

financial skills to the shattered situation.  

 

Rohatyn managed to forge compromise among angry opponents. He got 

labor unions and banks to speak to each other. He dragged reform out of 

them and put the city on its way to sound practices.  

 

Three weeks away from bankruptcy Rohatyn created the Municipal 

Assistance Corp and pushed the funding of the bonds that saved New 

York City. 
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The bonds were a stunning success. Later in the decade, investors could 

purchase MAC bonds, yielding 10% - TAX FREE - that couldn’t be called 

away for 10 years. 

 

To some, that story is like ancient history. Anybody who has been in the 

markets less than 35 years has never experienced bond prices going 

anywhere but up. Unevenly. But mostly up for 35 years. 

 

But before that (1946 – 1981), another long bond cycle spent 35 years 

with prices going down overall, collapsing as much as 75%. 

 

This year the bond market started on another long cycle like that one, 

rates going up, prices down.  

 

So what’s lurking behind the scene, once again pushing the bond market 

into bear mode? 

 

Well of course, there’s the national debt. 

 

Can we believe we’re talking about $18.96 Trillion dollars? The Federal 

Reserve and U.S. Department of the Treasury tell us it is true.  

 

Furthermore, foreign governments hold about 30% of that debt (in U.S. 

government bonds).  

 

China holds $1.25 trillion 

Japan holds $1.12 trillion  

Other foreign governments combined hold $3.31 trillion. 

 

$5.68 trillion in the hands of foreign governments.  
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Can we imagine what would happen if these governments even began to 

lose faith in the US as “leader of the free world” – assumed to be 

interested in protecting other nations and honoring agreements with 

them as has traditionally been the case? 

 

Think about what downward pressure on bond prices would take place if 

that happened and some of these foreign holders began to “lessen their 

holdings,” i.e. sell U.S. government bonds?   

 

A few trillion here, a few trillion there could push prices down quite a bit. 

 

Well, that’s one snake in the grass that could accelerate the pace of our 

bond bear market. 

 

Let’s spell out the picture in more detail. 

 

Given today’s political climate we can probably anticipate an even higher 

national debt if in fact we do increase infrastructure spending, get tax 

cuts and less regulation, and impose import tariffs as Mr. Trump 

declares he will do.  

 

More people have jobs, fewer people are out of a job, and the general 

pace of the economy is picking up.  

 

This means companies will need more workers. Wages will go up.  We 

will begin to see inflation around the “target” of 2%. If the economy 

continues to strengthen, inflation will ratchet up from there.  

 

Many of us may have forgotten all about inflation. It hasn’t been around 

for years. 
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What we know from the record is that more inflation will push bond 

prices down, push stock prices up for a while, and shift what’s hot and 

what’s not in all markets.  

 

Opportunities for profit and wealth building will change rapidly and 

unexpectedly. You will need to know how to find these opportunities and 

how to ride them. 

 

Specifically, In order to grab them and build them into a portfolio that 

protects you and your family from loss and at the same time builds 

gigantic wealth you will need to know the following: 

 

 When to sell overvalued bonds and bond funds 

 

 What to buy to replace income and portfolio balance 

 

 What stocks will lead in the final, explosive phase of this stock 

market cycle.  

 

 What stocks will emerge as the new leaders to own later on for 

massive profits on the order of doubles and triples. 

 

 Guideposts on when and at what price to pick up these bargains. 

 

 Targets to sell at much higher prices and replace with new leaders 

 

My Free Report Benefit from the Bear will cover each and every one of 

these points. I want you to be among the few who weather the very tricky 

market cycles converging today and help you on the road to phenomenal, 

lasting wealth.   
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In that Report I will reveal which bonds, bond funds, and other 

investments you must sell immediately.  

 

I will tell you what income investments you can buy with the proceeds 

while you wait for bonds to reach the much lower prices at which you 

should buy them again. 

 

I will show you which 3 stocks you must buy today and what price to pay 

for them. I will also give you my target sell prices on these exceptional 

stocks.   

 

I will let you in on the investments I’m watching for purchase later on. I’ll 

explain how they fit into the overall market picture - when and at what 

price to buy them - and the profit you can expect them to give you. 

 

These will be investments not many people know about. You will catch 

them just as they are emerging from a period of dull market action.  

 

In other words, I’ll get you in at the beginning of a long upswing, before 

others even know about it. 

 

It’s like having your own hand-drawn map marked with the alligators 

and snakes as you skulk through the reeking jungle in search of 

treasure.  

 

Here’s how Nate felt about my Report: “Very cutting edge educational. 

Jeremy backs up his points with history. I feel confident with him 

guiding me through this treacherous market.” 
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Chris Tralit had this to say: “Jeremy is one of the best in the investment 

business. He’s been spectacular this past year and writes in a way that is 

easy for a novice to understand.” 

 

As I said earlier, my special Reports are so informative and provide such 

specific and complete guidance that we usually offer them for $49.00.  

 

We are offering my current Report FREE today for one reason.  

 

The upheaval and change in the markets right now is so radical that we 

want to save our friends from devastating loss and help them get the 

windfall profits that are there for those who know what to do. 

 

In just a moment I will explain how to get my Free Report. 

 

But first, let me paint a picture for you of what might happen when you 

have this Report in your hands. 

 

When you sit down to read it and clearly see the steps I tell you to take  

you will RELAX. You will feel a big burden slipping off your shoulders.  

 

You’ll begin to quickly review what you’ve had to deal with up to now. 

 

Thinking it over, you realize you bought a lot of bond funds. You thought 

that was a good way to stay safe.  

 

You weren’t so sure the stock market was worth getting into. Really, it 

hadn’t gotten much of anywhere for a long time.  

 

And now you keep hearing that bonds might go down for the first time in 

decades. You didn’t realize it but now you know you could get hit hard.  
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How come your friend, Lew, has been cruising around in a new BMW 

and looking kind of smug. What does he know that you don’t know? Did 

he know about the bond market or about some hot stock that really 

worked? Or what? 

 

You’ve gotta be careful. You can’t let the education fund for your two kids 

go down. Ye gods, it’s only 5 years till the first one hits college. 

 

Same for your retirement funds. You won’t really need that for about 15-

20 years but boy that time can go by in a hurry. 

 

“Let me look at this Report again,” you think. “There’s a lot here. But it’s 

easy to read. So I’ll go through it from beginning to end.”” 

 

“OK, I get it. I see what I need to do. It makes perfect sense. I’m gonna 

call my broker in the morning and get this underway.” 

 

You begin to feel almost giddy. This Report told you exactly how to snag 

some huge profits – build up all your accounts and get rid of stuff that 

was hurting you. 

 

“Yeah, maybe I’ll even be able to update the old car – only who wants a 

BMW like Lew’s?  I’ll get a LEXUS!” you say to yourself. 

 

“And think I’ll start making plans again for that European trip we’ve been 

dreaming about.” 

 

Some months later you find you’re still pretty relaxed. Your investments 

are working for you. You actually look forward to reading your brokerage 

statements. Each month your accounts are UP.  
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Some of your friends are moaning about how their bond funds are killing 

them. Even Lew asked you how you’re doing so well in the market. A little 

smile (smirk?) spreads over your face. 

 

“That Report from Jeremy made such a difference. It got me going in the 

right direction in the right stuff,” you think. 

 

“From what I can tell about that Report, I’m gonna want more. New 

investments, more tools.”  

 

“In fact, I’ll want follow-up – maybe emails when I should make some 

changes. New information. Keep me up to date so I know what I’m doing. 

Step by step – like what I first read in the Report.”  

 

“OK. Enough about the coming future! How do I get there?” 

 

To download your absolutely FREE Report, click here to subscribe to my 

The Strategic Investor newsletter.  

 

You will receive your free Report, Benefit from the Bear (a $49 value) 

immediately.  

 

And you will receive your Strategic Investor newsletters every week, 

starting in 3 days.  

 

You take no risk to get my newsletter. You are free to have a look and 

use all the weekly information and recommendations to make sure your 

investments are safe and that you’re on the road to real growth and real 

wealth.       
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If, for any reason, you change your mind and decide you don’t need what 

is in it – you can unsubscribe right up to the last day of your 

subscription.  

 

You will get all your money back, promptly. And we insist that you keep 

your report and the bonus books you received, just for giving us a try. 

 

No questions asked. No risk. GUARANTEED. 

 

As a subscriber, you will get 52, 12-page newsletters, packed with all the 

information, the recommendations to buy or sell at just the right time, 

and the steps you need to take to stay on a winning path. 

 

You will receive email alerts when we believe you need to take immediate 

action.  

 

You can count on follow-ups on all open recommendations when we get 

any new intelligence that means you should make changes.  

 

You will receive a chart showing every position we have recommended.  

This easy to read page will tell you, at a glance, what each position has 

done, where it is now, and what you should do now.  

 

Each letter will help you toward your goals with the following: 

 

 My unhedged forecasts on all markets we follow so you can look 

ahead and be prepared. 
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 Charts to show you where a stock or group has been and where it 

is today. Our outlook for what’s ahead is included. 

 

 A full-page report on a particularly attractive market, such as Asia 

or an emerging market so you will be up to date when we have a 

specific recommendation for you in that part of the world. 

 

 A section for follow-up on recommendations we have made for 

shorter-term gains. New recommendations will appear here, too. 

 

 A section for follow-up on recommendations we have made for 

Income investments. New recommendations here, too. 

 

 

Here is still another subscriber benefit you will get. You can email or call 

me at any time if you have a question or a concern about any of our 

recommendations.  

 

We will never leave you dangling. You will know exactly what steps to 

take, when, and why. 

 

As one subscriber put it:  “In my opinion, the best newsletter I have ever 

run into and I’ve read close to one hundred.”  M. Mattis 2013 

 

As another said: “I’ve had a subscription to Jeremy Hemming’s 

newsletter since 2001. His picks have been absolutely great and I have 

made a lot of money even tripling my IRA.” Tsu-hon. 2010 
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And here’s Coleman: “I’ve been a Strategic Investor subscriber since 

2004. There’s no one better than Jeremy for economic insights and trend 

analysis. His ideas are on the mark.” 2016 

 

Here’s how to get your FREE Benefit from the Bear report.  

 

Simply click this link to the order page.  

 

Choose the offer best for you and see valuable premiums. 

 

My newsletter, Jeremy Hemming’s The Strategic Investor is available to 

you for a limited time at $89 per year, a phenomenal 55% discount off 

the normal price.   

 

You get this price because we want to help as many people as possible 

survive this exceptionally brutal market cycle. 

 

You can do even better by subscribing for two years. You get my Benefit 

from the Bear report and pay just the low price of $178 to get two years of 

this invaluable newsletter. Think about it. What else can you buy for just 

25 cents a day?  

 

PLUS, when you chose the two-year option you will get 2 (Two) Bonus 

Books, absolutely free to download immediately.  

 

Bonus Book #1: Defend your Wealth. In this book I explain how to build 

an impenetrable wall around your portfolio that will save you from 

enormous loss during the bond bear market. [A $79 Value. Yours Free!] 
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Bonus Book #2: 7 Growth Stocks to Buy Now. This book names the 7 

stocks that I believe will run way ahead of the pack to give you colossal 

profits during this final explosive phase of the bull market in stocks. [A 

$79 Value. Yours Free!] 

 

Since you must be totally satisfied with my newsletter, why not try it for 

two years? You have nothing to lose, and you’ll save money and get three 

additional free gifts. 

 

It’s easy. Simply click on the Subscribe button. Then immediately 

download your Benefit from the Bear report and your two bonus books. 

 

Click here for the Best Value.  

24 months of The Strategic Investor  

for just $178. THREE REPORTS FREE    

 

 Click here for a Great Value 

12 months of The Strategic Investor 

for just $89, ONE REPORT FREE  

 

Or call customer service at 1-800-271-8940 

       (Overseas, call 1-442-244-4400) 

 

 

Set off by the bond bear market, investing in America has become 

perilous. It is imperative that every investor keeps his holdings safe and 

growing in today’s chaotic crosscurrents, sudden shifts, and “fast 

market” effects.   
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Benefit from the Bear report and a subscription to my The Strategic 

Investor takes the extreme hazard out of investing in today’s markets.  

 

Side by side with you, I’ll guide you away from the land mines and into 

the little known but enormously profitable spaces. 

 

One of the great values I haven’t mentioned yet is that as a subscriber, 

you get a quick e-letter from me every day, called The Profit Letter. It 

points out what’s relevant to your wealth and what’s not in the day’s 

breaking news.  

 

And whenever I unearth any information affecting my recommended 

stocks – I blast out a Flash Alert laying out what it means for you and 

what you should do. 

 

Actually less than $100 a year ($89 for one year), or $178 for two years 

(that’s a quarter a day) is a pittance compared to all the value you get.  

 

 Add to that your ABSOLUTE MONEYBACK GUARANTEE and three free 

gifts. You can’t do better! 

 

 You’ll want to read your bonus books right away to make sure you get 

started on the right foot. Stay out of reach of the crisis blow-ups. Get 

positioned to profit immensely. 

 

I’d like to make it even easier for you to subscribe since you have taken 

your valuable time to read my letter.  

 

When you subscribe for two years, please add an additional premium, 

Bonus Book #3: The World’s Best Hideaways. Here I reveal little known 

places in the world that welcome your secrets and keep them safe. Only 
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you will know where you have legally hidden a special cache. [A $79 

Value. Yours Free!] 

 

Download Bonus Book #3 in addition to Bonus Book #1: Defend your 

Wealth and Bonus Book #2: 7 Growth Stocks to Buy Now. And your free 

report Benefit from the Bear. 

 

Click here for the Best Value.  

24 months of The Strategic Investor 

for just $178. FOUR REPORTS FREE    

 

 Click here for a Great Value 

12 months of The Strategic Investor 

for just $89, ONE REPORT FREE 

 

Or call customer service at 1 800-271-8940 

      (Overseas, call 1-442-244-4400) 

      

      Money-back guarantee 

 

I look forward to welcoming you,  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Jeremy Hemming, 

Chief Wealth Strategist, $Money $Mint Financial Research 
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P.S. Imagine this: One night you can’t sleep – maybe you took a big, 

unexpected loss that day. You’ll wish you could grab my latest report and 

follow along with my ideas.  

 

It sure would help to have some of my picks to consider instead of going 

round and round – alone - with nothing but your growing uncertainties.  

 

If you’d subscribed to The Strategic Investor when you had the chance at 

that great price and with those bonus books you could feel relaxed and 

comfortable now. Maybe you wouldn’t have suffered that big loss, either.  

 

You could follow the Newsletter’s careful thought process and get ideas 

on what you should be investing in – and avoiding!  

 

“After all,” you think, “Jeremy does a tremendous amount of research. I 

don’t have anywhere near the time for that.”  

 

To help you overcome any lingering doubts (and later regrets) let me add 

an amazing, breakthrough book to your premiums. Bonus Book #4: 

Making your Most Spectacular Dreams Come True [A $79 Value, Yours 

Free] 

 

Until you have this book in your hands, I can tell you only that it is 

about investments that are designed to return $100 or more for every $1 

you invest. Far beyond a double or triple. Risk is strictly limited. 

 

Simply click the link right here to subscribe. 

 

Click here for the Best Value.  

24 months of The Strategic Investor 

for just $178. FIVE REPORTS FREE    
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 Click here for a Great Value 

12 months of Real Wealth Report 

for just $89, ONE REPORT FREE 

 

Or call customer service at 1-800-271-8940 

(Overseas, call 1-442-244-4400      

             

And remember: You are covered with a Money-back 

Guarantee        

  

P.P.S.  One more thing. When you sign up TODAY, and so that you get 

everything you need to make sure that your wealth is not at major risk – 

and that you are set up to Get Rich – please take 10% off your two-year 

subscription price 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

Click here for the Best Value 

24 months of The Strategic Investor 

for just $160, FIVE REPORTS FREE! 

------------------------------------------ 

Click Here for a Great Value 

12 months of The Strategic Investor 

for just $80. ONE REPORT FREE  

 

Or call customer serviced at 1-800-271-8940 

        (Overseas, call 1-442-244-4400 

   Money-back guarantee! 

J. H. 


